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ABSTRACT
Rapid development of Geographic Information System (GIS) has given rise to great amount of spatial
database, around which a large number of GIS applications are being created. A GIS based network
application for planning and management being developed in the country has typical requirement for
representation of datasets at primary level .This paper examines the representation of such datasets
through ER and EER models and summarizes their limitation. In order to represent the evolving database
design for GIS based network application Topo-Net Spatial ER was evolved and proposed with focus on
representation of spatial, topological ,network and generalization aspects and has led to successful
conceptual database design. The representation have been achieved through moderating EER Model with
topological and network concepts and hence termed as Topo-Net Spatial ER model. The approach and
representations of the same are described in the present paper. The approach and representations of the
same are described in the present paper and is being demonstrated through a case study for Optical Fiber
Cable Network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term modeling refers to the manner in which the data is structured and stored in an
information system. Many data models have been proposed which can be categorized according
to the types of concepts they use to describe the database structure. High-level or conceptual data
models provide concepts that are close to the way many users perceive data, whereas low level or
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physical data models provide concepts that describe the details of how data is stored in the
computer[1]. The third one is external or view level which is typically implemented using
representational data model, these include the widely used relational, network and hierarchical
models. In this paper the emphasize will be on conceptual schema, which describes the structure
of whole database for a community of GIS users. In the Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
community the concept of data modeling is well developed and integrated in the design of
databases and application.
The data models in geographic databases or the GIS Data Model allows the geographic features
in real world locations to be digitally represented and stored in a database so that they can be
presented in a map form, and can also be worked with and manipulated to address some
problem.A GIS System takes spatial and non-spatial data input, which is kept in a geographic
database. This is constantly analyzed and transformed. Any query input provided by the user is
answered by displaying and reporting the results.
The recent developments in GIS has lead Software Engineers towards effective and efficient use
of databases by defining the relationship between different entities, which can be possible by
defining the model of the databases properly. Efficient database designing will lead to better
results. Conventional data models like ER [13] and EER[1] are suitable for representing entities
and their relationships for commertial applications, where as various GIS specific data models
like MADS[2,17] , ChronoGeoGraph[4] , Temporal EER models[15] etc are used to represent
spatio-temporal features among the entities . GeoOOA[5] model can be used for representing
network and topological features for object oriented representations. Relational representations
of the network and topological features require more specific representations . Hence, to
overcome the deficiency of representing geo-primitives and GIS–specific requirements in
conventional ER and GIS specific models , we proposed Topo-Net Spatial ER model for its more
adequate treatment of GIS -specific requirements.
The paper will focus on the existing ER models and the proposed Topo-Net Spatial Entity
Relationship model. The second section will focus on the existing ER models; third section
represents various proposed notations for spatial entity , relationship type , cardinality ratio and
topological ,network representations ; fourth section will discuss the case study for optical fibre
cable network representing its conceptual design through the proposed Topo-Net Spatial Entity
Relationship model. Fifth section concludes the paper.

2. EXISTING ENTITY RELATIONSHIP AND ENHANCED ER MODELS
2.1 CONVENTIONAL CONCEPTUAL MODELS
Entity relationship(ER) model[13] is used to represent the relationship between entities and is a
basic tool in database design. This model does a good job of capturing and representing the basic
semantics of many different situations. However , the model, is not capable to capture more
domain semantics for modern applications[1,7], hence more domain semantics are included in
EER models[1] where an enhancement has been made through representation of generalization/
specialization, aggregation and classification in ER model. E-R models have a layered approach
to organizing information in that the basic components of an E-R model, attributes, entities and
relationships can only be combined in certain ways , on the other hand ,the extended entityrelationship mode[14] is decomposed according to a set of basic entity-relationship constructs,
and these are transformed into candidate relations via entity relations, extended entity relations
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and relationship relations which reduce the number of data dependencies and maintains data
integrity through normalization.
It has been observed that the above mentioned ER, EER models can represent traditional database
design for conventional commercial applications and are not effectively suitable for GIS
applications as they are incapable to represent spatial aspects. Various GIS specific conceptual
models have been studied and discussed in section 2.2.

2.2. GIS SPECIFIC CONCEPTUAL MODELS
MADS is a spatio-temporal data model. It is a framework suitable for vector data for use at
different resolution levels. The papers[2,17] talk about MADS data modeling, data matching
from different data sets, and data utilization supporting multiple representations. It belongs to the
family of entity relationship data models extended to supports the main concepts of object
oriented and spatio-temporal features to be represented in conceptual database design.
Remodeling of ER models into MADS has reduced the number of object and relationship types
by a factor of 23% compared to ER models.
ChronoGeoGraph(CGG)[4] is another spatio-temporal model that pairs the classical features of
the EER model with a large set of spatial and temporal constructs . It introduces spatial attributes
that take their value over a geometry type and can be associated with spatial and non-spatial
entities. CGG model is being extended so that multiple representations of topological relations
can be dealt with[3]. Topological relations allow us to constrain the relationship between the
geometries of pairs of spatial entities. Moreover it makes it possible to pair the spatial entity with
multiple viewpoints, shapes and resolution by means of suitable primitives for cartographic
specialization. Both MADS and CGG Model lacks to incorporate either the topological or the
network or both the aspects of GIS applications.
Several models E.g. GeoOM[21], MODUL-R[22], and SPATIAL E-R model[9], Spatially
Enhanced EER Model(SEER)[12] only supports the representation of spatial information,
similarly temporal model e.g. Temporal Entity-Realtionship Model(TERM)[16], Temporal EER
Model(TEER)[14],Relationships, Attributes, Keys and Entities Model(RAKE)[19] supports the
association of time with objects, relationships and attributes. Whereas, in a real life for a GIS
application, apart from Spatial , temporal and spatio-temporal scenario, topological and network
scenarios are also frequently encountered. GeoOOA[5] Object-oriented Analysis for GIS
overcomes the deficiencies of conventional spatio-temporal and object oriented analysis model
by adding suitable domain tailored primitives such as topological, network etc. but is applicable
for object – oriented analysis only.
In conclusion, none of the above mentioned spatial and temporal models satisfied the
representation of topological and network Geo-primitives for relational GIS applications
appropriately. This prompted the development of Topo-Net Spatial Entity Relationship model
for representing topological, network and generalization features fulfilling the simplicity and
comprehensiveness criterias, where simplicity of the model talks about easiness of use and
understanding and comprehensiveness means the direct representation of topological and network
aspects in the model. The Topo-Net spatial ER model has been designed through the proposed
notations for a GIS application .
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3. PROPOSED NOTATIONS
The proposed notations for representing a Topo-Net Spatial ER model retains the flavor of EER
Model, but the new representations have been achieved through moderating EER Model with
spatial aspects. The spatial entity, relationships: topological and network, relationship types,
generalization, aggregation and other related icons have been expressed in figure 2 and figure 3
respectively.

3.1. NOTATIONS FOR SPATIAL ENTITY AND CARDINALITIES
Spatial entities can be represented using the rectangular box with point, line, polygon symbols
embedded inside the rectangular box as shown in Figure 1.

SPATIAL ENTITIES
Point

Line

Polygon

.
Figure 1. Notations for Spatial Entity
Lines express cardinalities based on an intuitive notation: dotted means optional, solid line with *
means multivalued . Figure 2. , Represents 1……1, 0……1, m………n etc. cardinalities.

*
…………...*
…………... *
*
*

1 ……n
0 ……1
1 ……1
0 ……n
m …...n

Figure 2. Notations For Cardinalities

3.2. NOTATIONS FOR RELATIONSHIPS
The relationships can be represented in the model using below mentioned notations:
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−

Relationship type is expressed with in a circle.

−

Generalization/specialization type can be represented with triangle inside a circle.

−
Symbolic notations for fully connected and partially connected relationships have been
represented in Figure. 3.
o

“fully connected to “ relationship is being represented using solid circle notation ,

o

“partially connected to” relationship is being represented using doted circle notations.

RELATIONSHIPS
Relationship Type
Generalization
Specialization Type

Fully connected

Partially Connected

Topological Relationships

Partition

Contains

Network Relationships

Network Connection

Figure 3. Notations for Relationships

3.2.1. TOPOLOGICAL AND NETWORK RELATIONSHIPS
Our first scenario concerns an application domain where entities are arranged according to
topological whole-part relationships with certain topological constraints GeoOOA[5]. A typical
example is the partition relationship and contains relationships.
For a containment structure, the geometry of the whole contains the geometry of all its parts. The
same has been presented with
symbolic representation.
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The partition structure is a containment structure with two additional conditions: the whole and its
parts belongs to the same spatial entity type and the geometries of the part forms a partition of the
geometries of the whole with symbolic notation
.
The second scenario deals with networks where entities are connected through links. A network
with spatial entities is called spatially embedded network. In the Topo-Net Spatial ER model of
the optical fiber cable network diagram (Figure 5) following network relationship types have
been represented.
“recursively connected to” relationship is proposed to represent the network relationship among
entities of same type. This notation better explains and represents the recursive relationship
between same entity types than the traditional ER Diagram. In OF cable network, Nodes are
connected to nodes itself and it clearly maintains network among various nodes(points) and is
represented with network symbol . .

4. CASE STUDY FOR GIS APPLICATION – OPTICAL FIBER
CABLE NETWORK’S CONCEPTUAL MODEL
A GIS based application for network planning and management is being developed by the
National Informatics center, Dept. of Information Technology, Govt. of India. Mapping of fiber
optical cable network at its preliminary stage has been taken up at 1:50,000 scale. Long distance
optical fiber mapping completed which is estimated over 1.5L Km for one of the largest telecom
service provider in the country. The application has number of aspects on representations of data.
Entities that need to be considered includes long distance optical fiber cable routes termed as
segment , switching service area, optical fiber stations or exchanges etc. In order to represent
these entities and their relationships , ER[13], EER[15], Spatial ER[9], and various other Models
were considered such as GeoOM[21], MODUL-R[22], MADS[17] etc, and was found that they
all have limitations to define representation of above mentioned GIS application. In order to
overcome these difficulties Topo-Net Spatial ER Model is designed. The representation has
evolved successfully fulfilling the objective of the problem.
Management of telecom infrastructure is undertaken through a typical hierarchical structure
defining various areas of the country as regions such as state, district, sub district, gram panchayat
etc. Optical fiber is used as a medium for telecommunication and networking because it is
flexible and can be bundled as cables [11]. It is especially advantageous for long-distance
communications, because light propagates through the fiber with little attenuation compared to
electrical cables. The long distance cable is the backbone route which in turn shall get connected
to optical fiber and further levels such as circles, secondary switching area etc.
The problem currently is to identify and represent various spatial entities and further to define and
represent effectively topological, network and generalization relationships among them.
GIS based Optical fiber cable network database is designed to improve reliability, efficiency
and quality of network management system.
The long Optical fiber cable connects large number of circles which covers various states and it
is a national ring passing through many districts , Secondary Switching Area (SSA’s), Sub
District Charging Area (SDCA’s) etc. The O/F network and maps proposes to specify the
connection information , fault information and displays it on user request. Traditional network
management systems provide real-time monitoring and management capabilities which are
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limited to providing details on faults and performance issues etc. and lack to document physical
location. However, Geographical information systems based network management system , on
the other hand, support detailed documentation of the physical network to help service provider
to visualize the route through maps and high resolution satellite images and understand
constraints of the locations that needs to be negotiated with for maintenance of network. The
network spans a wide geographical area and run for hundreds and even thousands of miles. EMS
in the and maps specdault n aFiber Asset Management module
etwork

4.1.REQUIREMENTS
DATABASE

FOR

AN

OPTICAL

FIBER

CABLE

NETWORK

A common long distance optical fiber cable network database in the subscriber loop operations
must be able to represent and manipulate large amount of datasets for an application. The Optical
fiber cable network has entities that include
− Segments(long distance cable route)
o

Number of fibres running across that route (capacity)

o

Type Of Fiber (Fibre _type can be of 6,12,24,36,48 fiber )

− Nodes ( Long Distance cable connects various states , districts , sub districts, Gram Panchayat
etc either directly or indirectly) and if can be named as
o

Circles

o

Secondary switching area(SSA)

o

Sub District Charging Area (SDCA)

o

Exchanges

The more challenge is to deliberate on the topological, network and generalization relationships
among the above mentioned entities. The same has been explained in section 4.

4.2. ARCHITECTURE OF FIBER OPTICAL CABLE COMMUNICATION
NETWORK
The connection of fiber optical cable network for telecommunication is flexible, efficient and
effective. The long distance cables connect primary rings consisting of circles, which in turn is
connected to secondary ring comprising of SSA and connected to SDCA. Secondary ring is
further connected to tertiary ring consisting of various exchanges. Finally through Exchanges
subscriber can subscribe the connection to customers. Figure 4 depicts the hierarchical view of
connections between the identified entities.
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Exchanges
SDCA

SDCA

Exchanges

SSA

SSA

SDCA

Circle
Exchanges
SSA
Exchanges
SDCA

SDCA

Long Distance
Cable

Exchanges

SSA

SSA

SDCA

Circle

Exchanges

Exchanges

SSA
SDCA

SDCA

Exchanges

SSA

SSA

SDCA

Circle

SSA
0 Km

Over 1.5 Lakh Kms

Primary Ring

Secondary Ring

Tertiary Ring

Figure 4. Long distance OF Connection to Gram Panchayat (Architecture)
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4.3. CONCEPTUAL MODEL - REPRESENTATION THROUGH TOPO-NET
SPATIAL ER MODEL
On the basis of the requirements and the proposed notations Figure 5. represents the Topo_net
Spatial ER model for Optical Fiber Cable Network .

Figure 5. Topo-Net Spatial ER Model for Optical Fiber Cable Network

4.3.1. NOTATIONS FOR RELATIONSHIPS
The relationships can be represented in the model using below mentioned notations:
−
Relationship type is expressed with in a circle. e.g. “subscribes” and “provides
connection” relations between exchanges, subscriber and customer entities as shown in Figure 3
and Figure 5.
−
Generalization/specialization type can be represented with triangle inside a circle. Since
Nodes in the optical fiber cable network can be circle, SSA, SDCA or Exchanges, hence can be
represented as generalization relationship as shown in Figure. 3 and Figure. 5.
−
Symbolic notations for fully connected and partially connected relationships have been
represented in Figure. 3.
o

“fully connected to “ relationship is being represented between segment and circle using
solid circle notation , since circles are connected via segments .i.e. long distance cable
directly as shown in Figure. 5.

o

“partially connected to” relationship is being represented between segment and SSA’s,
SDCA’s and Exchange’s, through dashed circles, since SSA,SDCA, exchanges may or
may not be connected to long distance cable i.e. segment directly as shown in Figure. 5.
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4.3.2. TOPOLOGICAL AND NETWORK RELATIONSHIPS
Our first scenario concerns an application domain where entities are arranged according to
topological whole-part relationships with certain topological constraints GeoOOA [5]. A typical
example is the partition relationship and contains relationships.
−

For a containment structure, the geometry of the whole contains the geometry of all its
parts. The same has been presented in Figure 5 between SDCA and exchanges with
symbolic representation.

−

The partition structure is a containment structure with two additional conditions: the
whole and its parts belongs to the same spatial entity type and the geometries of the part
forms a partition of the geometries of the whole.(depicted in Figure 5 among circles ,
ssa’s and sdca’s with
symbolic notation).

The second scenario deals with networks where entities are connected through links. A network
with spatial entities is called spatially embedded network. In the Topo-Net Spatial ER model of
the optical fiber cable network diagram (Figure 5) following network relationship types have
been represented.
−
“recursively connected to” relationship is proposed to represent the network relationship
among entities of same type. This notation better explains and represents the recursive
relationship between same entity types than the traditional ER Diagram. In OF cable network,
Nodes (circles, SSA,SDCA, etc) are connected to nodes itself and it clearly maintains network
among various nodes(points) and is represented with network symbol .. For an instance SSA
are connected to SSA itself and forms a network of SSA’s at District level. Similarly circle forms
a network at State level, SDCAs form a network at Sub-District level and Exchanges forms a
network at Gram-Panchayat level.
Comparing the Topo-Net Spatial ER model’s representation of the Optical Fiber cable network
with the ER/EER or spatial temporal representation reveals that through the proposed notations
for spatial entities and relationship types the model gains clarity as well as expressiveness from
the new primitives hence is able to fulfill the simplicity criteria. In contrast to the various EER
model , relevant topological ,network and spatial information is directly expressed within the
model showing the comprehensiveness of the model. Besides an improved graphical
representation the textual specification benefits from keywords referring to predefined topological
relationships and network domain specific contents along with constraints have also been
expressed effectively and addition of these features to database can be performed easily.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a sound basis for the development of conceptual model for representing
topological, network and spatial features for GIS applications. Indeed, an analysis of existing
models shows that such a basis is weakly defined. The proposed Topo-Net Spatial ER model
supports topological, network and Generalization features effectively meeting the specified
criteria. The model is far more flexible, simple and comprehensive than what many other model
offer. Topo-Net Spatial ER is developed in an application framework and has been used for
modeling optical fiber cable network. Finally, using Topo-Net Spatial ER model led the
application designers to discover the importance of topological, network and generalization
features within their application.
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